
1.  

Sort Order Indicators Added to Search Result Headers 

Single-line search results now display arrows in the column headers to indicate the sort order. 

 The weight of the arrow (bold, semi-bold, or not bold) indicates the field's sort priority (primary, 
secondary, or tertiary). 

 A down arrow indicates an alphabetical sort / smallest value first. 

 An up arrow indicates a reverse-alphabetical sort / largest value first. 

In the example below, the search results are first sorted by Type (alphabetical), then by Status (reverse-
alphabetical), and then by Price (smallest value first). 

 
 

Map Utilizes Full Width of Browser 

The map in the search results screen now extends the full width of the browser. 
 



 

 
 
 

Map and Results Tabs Navigation added to Concierge Approvals 
Screen 

Users can now view listings on a map on the Concierge Approval screen. 
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Search the Intersection of multiple Map Shapes 

When multiple map shapes are drawn, the option to search just the intersection of those shapes is 
available. This is especially beneficial when paired with the INRIX Drive Time to locate listings within 
proximity of two different locations.

 
 

Single-Line Displays remember vertical scroll position   

For single-line displays longer than one screen, Matrix now remembers the vertical scroll position when 
switching between displays. This eliminates the need to scroll back down to the desired row. The position 
is maintained when clicking the browser back button and when clicking the Single Line Display link. 
 

New Search Results Button Bar and Paging Controls 

The action tools at the bottom of Results pages have been updated to a more modern look, and the 
paging controls at the bottom of Results pages are now larger and thus easier to click. 

 



New icons throughout Search module 

New and larger map drawing tool icons have been added, and many icons elsewhere in the Search and 
Input modules have been updated for a cleaner appearance. Additionally, the per-field Help icon on 
search and input forms has been moved to the right of each field. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

New Tooltips 

Tooltips shown when hovering over an element now appear immediately and are easier to read. 

 

            
 

 

New Footer 

The layout and appearance of the global footer has been updated. 

 
 

 



“Refresh” option added to My Listings Widget on Home Page 

 
 
 


